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S U M M A R Y

I. Project Title

Studies on the Production and Application of Radioisotopes

II. Objective and Importance of the Project

Radioisotopes are widely used in various sectors such as in medicine,

industry and science researches. The extent and amount of radioisotope

application is increased in Korea, recently, resulting the number of

radioisotope(RI)/radiation using organization and the annual consumption is

1230 and 300kCi, respectively, in 1966. The increasing trend is prospected

to be further continued. The radioisotope(RI)/radiation technology can

hardly be replaceable with others as it has unique characteristics in

application. Thus, this technology can play a pivotal role not only in

medicine, industry but also in many other scientific areas.

Development of RI production technology will be the primary concern in

pursuing the advantages coming from their applications. Some key RIs

had been produced continuously by KAERI from 1963 to 1995 utilizing

small research reactors, TRIGA Mark-II and -HI with a partial

contribution to the development of medicine and industry. However, the

limitations coming from the old, low powered research reactors could

hardly be avoidable. Scince the new researsh reactor, "HANARO" has

higher thermal output and neutron flux comparing with those of the ever

using TRIGA Mark-in reactor; More than 15 times in power and more
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than 10 times in neutron flux density. Thus, it would be a big advantage

for a larger scale production of RIs using this new reactor.

The purpose of this project is to develop RI production technology

utilizing "HANARO" and her RI facilities and to construct a sound

infra-structure for large scale production and apply to domestic users so

that they may contribute to the development of medical or industrial

technology in this country.

III. Contents and Scope of the Project

1. Development of RI Production Technology Utilizing

Research Reactor

1) Production enhancement by applying sublimation purification

technique in production of 1-131

2) Production development for high purity P-32 by means of a

distillation under reduced pressure

3) Development of an automatic source fabrication instrument in

production of Ir-192 source

4) Production development of Cr-51 by using enriched target

2. Development of Target Capsules for Neutron Irradiation

1) Design and preparation of neutron irradiation target capsules

2) Preparation of cold welding apparatus for welding of neutron

irradiation target capsules

3) Cold welding of the irradiation target capsules and development of

welding technique under He gas charged conditions
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4) Instrument development for checking integrity/pressure durability of

the target capsules

3. Development of Neutron Irradiation Devices

1) Design and preparation of target irradiation rig

2) Preparation of working table and handling devices usable in service

pool

3) Development of loading/unloading devices for target irradiation

4) Preparation of shielding casks for transport of the irradiated target

5) Preparation of remote handling cutters for cutting the target

capsules after irradiation

4. Facility Development for Production of Radiopharmarceuticals

1) Preparation and installation of facilities and instruments for

production of radiopharmarceuticals

2) Performance check and licence procurement for the installed

facilities for production of radiopharmarceuticals

5. Installation of RI Production Apparatus and Trials for

Routine Production

1) Sublimation purification apparatus for 1-131

2) Tc-99m production apparatus

3) P-32 production apparatus

4) Automatic fabrication apparatus for Ir-192 sources
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IV. Results of the Study

1. Development of RI Production Technology Utilizing

Research Reactor

For enhancement of 1-131 production, a dry distillation method

(sublimation purification method) has been developed and have replaced

the wet distillation with it. The developed new purification method had

been identified to be superior to the old one in many aspects such as

short purification time, better recovery yield, increase of the amount of

target material, drastical decrease of liquid radioactive waste etc. A well

sublimation purification apparatus has been installed in a lead hot cell on

"HANARO" site.

Experimental studies have been carried out for production of P-32 via

distillation under reduced pressure. The method and results are as

followings;

The irradiated target material of sulfur was put into a vessel so designed

to fit a reduced pressure distillation. It was smoothly purified in such a

way so as to remove most of the unreacted sulfur from the distillation

vessel. Then a small amount of hydrochloric acid was added to the

vessel to dissolve P-32 remained in the vessel. The acidic P-32 solution

was then passed through ion exchange chromatography column for further

purification. The results of the quality test for the final product indicated

that radionuclidic purity of more than 99%, radiochemical purity of more

than 98%, and solid residue of less than 1.2 mg/mL.

The existing method of Ir-192 source production fully depended on

manual operation. Thus, the daily production capacity was inevitably

limited to 5-6 sources. However, by developing the new automatic
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fabrication device, the capacity has been harnessed for a large scale

production of high specific activity Ir-192 sources utilizing the high flux

of "HANARO"

In development of enlarged production of Cr-51, it has been conformed

that the use of enriched target is one of the effective. The results of a

series of production experiments showed more than 85% recovery of

Cr-51 indicating the possibility of enlarging the production capacity with

this method. Target preparation, neutron irradiation, safe handling of the

irradiated targets, preparation of production apparatus, chemical process

for enlarged production, process of the radionuclidic purity check etc. are

all well developed

2. Development of Target Capsules for Neutron Irradiation

Target capsules for neutron irradiation in research reactor for the

purpose of radioisotope production have been prepared securing capabilities

in related technology. After preparation of inner- and outer capsules

separately, the final combination of the capsules could be made by

applying the developed unique welding technique. Amount 150 target

capsules made in such a way were used so far for production of

radioisotopes in "HANARO" during the year 1995-1997 without any

problems related safety such like leakage formation and concomitant

radioactivity contamination to surroundings. The following technique and

devices could be acquired.

O Cold welding technique for the target capsules usable in IP-/

HTS- irradiation holes

O Welding devices and instruments usable for welding target

capsules under He gas charged conditions
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O Technique and devices for conformation of the integrity of the

welded capsules via bubble testing and/or He leakage testing.

O Hydraulic press unit for checking internal pressure of the target

capsule

3. Development of Neutron Irradiation Devices

Various tools and devices useful to handle the irradiation target

capsule in the whole process of transport from reactor to hot cell via

service pool have been developed.

A ball lock mechanism based safe loading/unloading tool for

irradiation target capsules has been developed with which the capsules

can be loaded or unloaded even under on-power conditions of the reactor

in so far as the irradiation is done in IP holes. To handle the irradiated

target capsules in the service pool a specially designed working table,

remote handling tongs and devolters were also developed. To transport

the irradiated target capsules from the service pool to hot cells safely, 3

types of shielding casks such as KRI-A1, KRI-B2, HTS etc. were

developed, and total 12 casks were prepared. Safety analysis reports on

each type of the prepared casks were also prepared and submitted to

KINS. After detail designing, the preparation process as well as the final

quality of the casks were inspected by the authorized inspectors. Finally,

license for practical use of the prepared casks could be obtained from

MOST.

4. Facility Development for Production of Radiopharmarceuticals

Based on the GMP codes for radiopharmarceuticals of some

advanced countries, suitable guidelines for the production facility have
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been extracted and followed them up as if they were Korean guidelines

through this study. Since the existing building has been constructed

mainly in consideration of facilitating radiation safety, much effort has

been concentrated to minimize interactions between those of radiation

safety and radiopharmarceuticals safety especially to facilitate in

maintaining the criteria of clean classes in the installation of

radiopharmarceuticals facility with reflection of basic concepts of the

Korean good manufacturing practice(KGMP). After performance test of

the installed facilities and instruments , license have been obtained both

from the Ministry of Health and Welfare and the Ministry of Science and

Technology.

5. Installation of RI Production Apparatus and Trials for

Routine Production

Based on the developed production technology, automated apparatus

for production of 1-131, P-32, Tc-99m, Ir-192 seed etc. were prepared,

installed in hot cellls, and finished the trial runs for the performance tests.

A part of them are now in practical use. Process development for Ir-192

sources and Cr-51 have been completed and resulting automatic

fabrication apparatus have been installed in hot cells and a part of them

is now under test operations.

V. Results and Proposal for Applications

1. Development of RI Production Technology Utilizing

Research Reactor

A well prepared sublimation purification apparatus for 1-131 has been
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installed in a hot cell at "HANARO" site and now in use for routine

production. The related technology could further be applied to production

of some other radioisotopes. The experimental results indicated that the

developed process is quite effective mainly because of shortening

purification time, enlarging production capacity, and decreasing the liquid

radioactive waste.

The developed technology for enlarged production of P-32 by means of

distillation under reduced pressure would be practically applied after trial

runs. The domestic demamd of P-32 has been grown recently in parallel

with the grown popularity of biomedical and genetic engineering

researches.

After several times of trial production of Ir-192 sources by using the

prepared automatic fabrication apparatus, large scale production of high

specific activity Ir-192 sources will be started. At first, coverage of the

domestic demand of about 70kCi/year will be tried. The large scale

production and supply of high specific activity Ir-192 source will become

a technical milestone for the RI group, KAERI. Development of RI source

assembly and transport casks for the special radioactive materials would

be colaborated with industrial companies, as far as possible, under the

encouraged cooperative research frame among three sectors; idustry-

academic firm-research institute cooperation of a sound infrastructure for

steady supply will certainly contribute to the technology development.

The experimental results obtained in Cr-51 development will be

utilized to enlarge the production capacity after establishment of the

process using enriched target of chromium oxide.

2. Development of Target Capsules for Neutron Irradiation
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The prepared cold welder, welding instruments usable under He gas

charged conditions, and the leakage testing instruments are now in

practical use for preparation of target capsules. They are very useful in

securing safety and much contributing to preventing radioactive

contamination of the environment during neutron irradiation. The prepared

hydraulic apparatus would be used in assessment of the integrity of inner

target capsules. It would also be used for internal pressure testing in

preparation of gas targets especially for production of 1-125.

3. Development of Neutron Irradiation Devices

The developed various devices such as ball lock mechanism based on

loading/unloading device, suction mechanism based on loading/unloading

device, remote handling devices etc. are currently all in practical use for

RI production utilizing "HANARO". The working table installed in service

pool adjacent to the reactor pool would be used in dismantling irradiation

rig.

The experiences and knowledge on the safety analysis in development

of tranport casks of various types would be directly applied to

development and licensing of Ir-192 source transport casks as well as the

licensing of the developed Ir-192 source assembly in the near future.

4. Facility Development for Production of Radiopharmarceuticals

The installed facility would be used for production and supply of

mainly 1-131, Ho-166 based radiopharmarceuticals pursuing quality

enhancement. Various materials prepared through this study concerning

design and licensing would be valuable in future especially when some

additional facilities are needed or supplement is required. These materials
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would also be useful in setting guidelines for installation of

radiopharmarceuticals production facilities.

5. Installation of RI Production Apparatus and Trials for

Routine Production

The installed RI production apparatus would be fully used for

enlarged production and supply of radioisotopes. Such work is significant

not only for stabilization of market price of radioisotopes but also for

vitalization of radioisotope application in the country. Scince they are

mostly automatic they will play a key role in diminishing radiation dose

to the workers by shortening working hours as well as enhancing the

effiency in RI production.
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